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4ce Point Clouds

Pro and Designer editions of n4ce come with Point Cloud processing via its 3D viewer and OCT
tree based custom database. Which allows for rapid data access on almost any size of point
cloud. Being fully integrated into n4ce means digitising generates features automatically in
model space using the Code Table just as normal survey detail would.
Data storage and processing is only limited by the hardware its run on, with billions of points
easily possible once converted from its raw format. The Designer edition comes with added
functionality including sections for elevations and automatic feature recognition and profiling.

Principal Features
• Import data formats
- E57, LAS\LAZ
- LiDAR
- PTS, CSV & ASC
• Unlimited data
• Custom levels of detail
• Works with scanner and
UAV data
• Mix point cloud with
model vector data
• Transform to user defined
3D coordinate systems
• Generate 3D surfaces
including LiDAR grids
• Data clipping boxes
• Simple tools to hide and
show cloud data
• Multiple render modes
- Colour (RGB)
- User definable intensity
- Greyscale
- Distance from a plane
• Generate hi-res georeferenced images from
selective views
• Digitise coded detail
points from the cloud
data in either the 3D or
section views
- Using comma codes
- Locking to points and
planes
- Digitise multiple codes
at the same time
- Various height locks
• Multiple section types
- Axis locked
- Along features
- User definable planes
- Quick Hz & Vt
• Save section locations to
reuse anytime
• Auto fit circles
- Tree girths and pipes
• Intelligent picking tools
• Create groups to reclassify different parts of
the model
• Classify and shade based
on distance to a DTM
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Sections and Elevations
The ability to section point clouds is the primary difference between Pro and Designer with
respect to the point cloud engine. Whilst 3D information can be digitised with ease,
sectioning can provide a much clearer and more powerful view into the point cloud data.
As data is digitised in the 2D section plane, it’s automatically added to the 3D model view. If
the section view is displayed on a second screen, it becomes a very powerful and intuitive
way to extract strings from scan data, even if it contains gaps and shadows.

Shading based on distance from a plane — an example

Point clouds are not just used for digitising survey data, n4ce can also use them to check for deviation against a design surface. In
the example above, a tolerance for the slab dipping is set to +/- 2mm post pour. But after the slab has been laid and scanned, the
shading reveals quite a few areas where the “as built” slab is either too low or too high, by more than the design tolerance. Even
though to the naked eye the slab looks quite level.

Volumes from scan data — an example

By interpolating a tight regular grid over scan data, n4ce is able to form 3D models of the point cloud. Outliners and spurious
points are first removed to allow an accurate DTM to be generated. Any further editing can be achieved using the standard surface
editing tools found within n4ce. Once the ground model is formed, it can be volumed and sectioned like data generated from a
total station or a GNSS receiver. This allows comparisons to future scans where specific changes can be identified rather than
always comparing to a datum or surface plane to contain the volume.
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